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In this report
This concise report is a product from the Smart Yard research that is being
conducted in the CATALYST Living Lab. This research project is part of the
research programme Sustainable Living Labs, which is co-financed by the Dutch
Research Council (NWO), the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management,
Taskforce for Applied Research (SIA) and the Top Sector Logistics. TKI Dinalog
monitors the progress and the relation to the content of the innovation agenda of
the Top Sector Logistics.
In Chapter 1 we provide an overview of the rationale behind this research by
describing the current congestion context near yards and the potential of Connected
and Automated Transport (CAT) combined with decoupling points as possibilities
for future yard logistics concepts. In Chapter 2 we provide a status update on the
four use cases that are part of the Smart Yard research in the CATALYST Living
Lab. As these research activities are mainly carried out in PhD projects which are
ongoing until 2024, we give an overview of the current status and the projected
results of each use case.
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1

Connected and Automated Transport combined with
decoupling points as solution for congestion
problems near yards

1.1

Congestion problems near yards lead to high inefficiencies
A well-known problem with arrival and departure of a large number of trucks at
terminals and business parks is the unpredictability of the arrival and departure of
these trucks. For example transporters in the Schiphol area report waiting times up
to 5 hours. This leads in many cases to congestion on the (public) road at or near
these locations. This has a cascading effect and often results in unreliability of
delivery or collection of goods, missed slots of goods in next steps in the logistic
chain (such as in the production process or transport by airplane), inefficiency and
increased levels of emissions (both CO2 and pollutants). This situation is stressed
by several partners in the CATALYST Living Lab and there is a strong need to solve
this problem in order to improve logistics efficiency and sustainability.

1.2

Decoupling points as part of the solution
One solution to solve this problem is to decouple the long haul transport and the
first/last mile transport at a decoupling point. The use of a decoupling point creates
a number of possible alternatives for a truck driving the long haul and nearing the
destination (see Figure 1):
1. Driving directly to destination location. Similar situation as the case without a
decoupling point. In this case the decoupling point is not used.
2. Driving to a decoupling point and wait there until the truck is called by the
destination location. In this case the decoupling point is used as a buffer
location.
3. Driving to a decoupling point, decouple the goods, possibly pick-up goods that
are already there and leave again. The decoupled goods have to be transported
to the destination by a different vehicle. In this case the decoupling point is
actually used to decouple the goods.

Figure 1: Alternatives for decoupling, seen from the perspective of a truck arriving from the
long-haul.
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There is not one clear specification of a decoupling point. A decoupling point can
have different properties. It can be a:





Central parking near terminals and business parks such as the already
operational Maasvlakte Plaza in Rotterdam (see Figure 2).
Location at an existing business park of a company – which is already being
used regularly by several companies – close to the terminals and business
parks of origin or destination.
Location at the business park of a company itself. For example, this is the case
for DPD where long haul transport is decoupled at their business park and last
mile transport to the docks takes place within the yard at the business park.

Figure 2: Decoupling point Maasvlakte Plaza (source: www.portofrotterdam.com).

One of the risks of introducing a decoupling point is that the congestion problem
near the final destination at the terminal shifts to the decoupling point. Therefore,
a vital precondition to reap the potential benefits of a decoupling point is that
real-time information has to be shared about the truck, the locations at the
decoupling point and at the terminals and business parks. This information has to
be used to control the truck transport and to make the right decisions in the set of
alternatives as described above. We call these yards (terminals or business parks)
where real-time data is used to control the arrival and departure process of trucks
in combination with the use of a decoupling point ‘smart yards’.
Given the above observations, there is more and more interest in the use of a
decoupling point at or near yards to improve the arrival and departure process of
trucks at these yards. This creates much more short distance first/last mile transport
between the origin/destination of the goods and the decoupling point. Which leads
us to the opportunity of introducing Connected and Automated Transport solutions
towards and on yards.
1.3

Connected and Automated Transport for first/last mile transport near yards
Digitization and automation trends are driving the development towards connected
and automated heavy freight road transport. The technology is being developed
and on a small scale already ready to use. It is expected that Connected and
Automated Transport at high levels of automation (SAE level 4) will be feasible
quickest for automated vehicles in confined areas1.

1

ERTRAC Connected Automated Driving Roadmap 2019.pdf
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It is expected that connected and automated transport will start at confined areas
and will be further developed towards situations with mixed traffic of manned and
unmanned transport at (partly) confined areas and finally towards connected and
automated transport at public roads. Concluding, first steps with high levels of
automated transport can be expected in confined areas with short distance
transport in clear situations. This strongly overlaps with the first/last mile transport
between a decoupling point and a yard.
1.4

CATALYST: Combining CAT and decoupling points for improving logistics
The combination of the trend towards decoupling long haul and first/last mile
transport and the development of Connected and Automated Transport for short
distance transport at (partly) confined areas leads to much interest in further
development of Connected and Automated Transport between a decoupling point
and terminals and business parks.
There is much interest in this topic since several benefits are expected of CAT
concepts at Smart Yards such as:








Improved reliability. Because the decoupling point can be used to buffer
and decouple goods, the goods can be called at the yards at the moment
they are needed. Congestion with trucks blocking access to yards is
avoided. On top of this, based on connectivity, automated vehicles can
be optimized and controlled leading to a huge improvement in reliability of
arrival and departure of trucks at yards.
Increased efficiency. The improved reliability as described above will lead
to improved efficiency by avoiding missing slots and by avoiding unused
assets and man hours. Besides, optimized planning of a set of automated
vehicles will increase efficient coordination of the first/last mile transport.
Improved safety. Both reduced congestion and functionality of automated
vehicles to avoid collisions will lead to improved safety.
Improved security. Because of automation, less people are entering the
yards and port authorities expect that this can help in reducing subversion.
Reduced emissions (CO2 and pollutants). Reduced congestion and
avoiding unnecessary transport will lead to reduced emissions. Besides,
it is expected that connected and automated transport might go very well
together with electric driving (although this still has to be proven). If this
happens, it will have a large positive impact on reduction of CO2 and
especially pollutants.

Because of the above, over 40 partners joined in the CATALYST living lab in order
to develop and accelerate Connected Automated Transport innovations for more
efficient, more reliable, safer and more sustainable heavy-duty road transport.
Specifically, for the smart yards research line four clusters of partners are
collaborating to advance our knowledge and the applicability of decoupling points in
combination with CAT-solutions to improve efficiency and sustainability at yards:

i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Transport to and from terminals and business parks in Moerdijk;
Transport to and from ground handlers at Schiphol;
Transport to and from terminals in Vlissingen;
A business park in Oirschot.
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Four in-depth use cases and cross-case analysis for
catalysing smart yard developments
In order to answer the research questions, we develop four use cases. Each use
case is centered around one major research objective and one terminal or business
park location. The four use cases face similar generic challenges with respect to
congestion and CAT, while at the same time the focus is different. Each of the use
cases is at a different stage of development regarding CAT and decoupling points.
Together, the sum of these use cases is more than its parts: by cross-case analysis
we enrich our insights and identify opportunities for further development towards
CAT deployment in and around confined areas.
Roughly, in each use case we follow the same generic approach as depicted in
Figure 3. We start by defining the problem and deciding on the CAT-concepts and
type of decoupling points in scope (Phase 1). Subsequently we simulate various
scenarios (Phase 2) and compare KPI’s and impact for each of these (Phase 3).
Then, we can continue with practical experiments (Phase 4) and implementation
(Phase 5). The projected activities until the end of 2022 are from Phase 1 until
Phase 3/4. Practical implementation is envisioned ultimately, but will follow later
after the first phases have been completed and will be based on the outcomes of
these first steps.
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

• Problem
definition &
Process flows
• Scope of CAT
concepts
• Data

• Simulation model
• Experiments
through
scenario’s

• Comparing KPIs
• Assessing
theoretical
Impact

• Value cases
• Practical
experiments

• Implementation
and Adoption
• Scale up

Figure 3: Generic approach for each use case.

2.1

Four use cases: four stages of development
The four selected use cases each have a specific scope, with different perspectives
towards decoupling points and Connected and Automated Transport (see Table 1).
First of all, Port of Moerdijk (PoM) and Schiphol are in an exploratory phase
whereby the main aim is to determine what mix of solutions leads to a reduction of
congestion. In these use cases it is not predefined that a decoupling point will be
established or decided upfront which CAT concepts will be implemented. For North
Sea Port (NSP) however, already an area in the port region is assigned as a central
parking/ decoupling point. Given this situation, the question is how the infrastructure
of this central parking can be designed as such that it is prepared for
implementation of CAT solutions like (partially) automated vehicles. Lastly, DPD
zooms in to the vehicle level by identifying optimal path planning algorithms for
autonomous vehicles (AVs) on confined areas. This is a first exploration as DPD
expects that their currently manned yard tractors will ultimately be operated with
higher levels of automation. So, whereby Port of Moerdijk and Schiphol take a
system level perspective, North Sea Port zooms in to the lay-out of a decoupling
point. DPD has the most detailed perspective by considering vehicle dynamics only.
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Table 1: Smart yards: four use cases.
Port of Moerdijk
Unpredictable and
uncontrollable arrival
and departure process
of trucks leading to
inefficiency and
congestion
What combination of
logistics concepts
(such as a decoupling
point) and CAT
concepts lead to a
reduction of
congestion?

Schiphol
Unpredictable and
uncontrollable arrival
and departure process
of trucks leading to
inefficiency and
congestion
What is the value of
different levels of
connectivity and
automation of CAT (in
combination with a
central parking)?

CAT
scenarios
in scope

Decoupling point
(decoupling +
buffering) and AVs

Research

Simulation model PhD
UTwente

Decoupling point
(decoupling + buffering)
and AVs, improved
connectivity and data
sharing.
Simulation model
creation by 2 MSc
students and PhD
UTwente

Involved
partners

Port of Moerdijk, TNO,
University of Twente

Problem

Research
question
and
objective

2.2

DHL, D.J.Middelkoop,
Jan de Rijk, TNO,
Transportbedrijf
R.Nagel, University of
Twente

North Sea Port
A central gate is
planned in the port
area. How do you
design such an area
with autonomous
vehicles?
How can we design a
central gate in such a
way that safety risks
related to mixed traffic
are decreased to a
minimum while aiming
for process and cost
optimization?
Mixed traffic: AVs and
trucks

DPD
It is expected that
automation will
improve efficiency and
safety of shunting at
the yard

Simulation model
Distribute – yard
layout
Simulation model
PhD UTwente
Distribute, HZ
University of Applied
Sciences, North Sea
Port, Provincie
Zeeland, TNO,
University of Twente

Simulation model PhD
TU/e

Identify optimal path
planning algorithms
for autonomous
vehicles

AVs

DPD, Eindhoven
University of
Technology, HAN
University of Applied
Sciences, TNO

Current status of use cases
Below, Table 2 summarizes the current status of the various use cases.






Port of Moerdijk – Real-life traffic data is available, which is preferred over
making assumptions. By collecting road-detection loop data of highways (A59/
A17) and traffic data from PoM (a.o. Zuidelijke randweg, Oostelijke randweg),
the current situation is modelled. Regarding logistics data some assumptions
are being made. Opportunities are sought to validate these with practitioners.
Schiphol – As there is not one ‘owner’ of the logistics inefficiencies in the
Schiphol area, moving this use cases forward comes with challenges. The basic
simulation model is now based on assumptions. Currently the PhD of UTwente
is working together with MSc students on: 1) Improving the model by using reallife data; 2) Improving CAT scenarios by adding various levels of connectivity
and data sharing.
North Sea Port – The generic simulation model is ready and the analysis of the
various central gate scenarios has been executed (for results see Deckers,
20222). During establishing these scenarios a balance had to be found between
covering high-level aspects of the scenarios and uncovering details that impact
scenario outcomes. The PhD of UTwente is expected to incorporate the NSP
use case in the model once the Port of Moerdijk use case is finished.

2

Deckers, L. (2022). Deployment of autonomous vehicles on first and last mile logistics within the
port area of Flushing - CATALYST smart yards use case Zeeland. Vlissingen: HZ University of
Applied Sciences.
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DPD – For establishing realistic simulation of maneuvering of yard vehicles, a
practical experiment is executed with a regular tractor semi-trailer. In this
practical experiment the truck was equipped with monitoring instruments in
order to assess amongst others: speed, axle load, steering, turning directions.
These are valuable inputs for the simulation model.

Table 2: Current status of use cases and projected results.
Port of
Moerdijk

Schiphol

North
Sea Port

DPD

Completed
 Problem description
 Basic port environment
in simulation model
 Collection of generic
traffic data and
logistics data of Port of
Moerdijk area

Work in Progress
 Refining simulation
scenarios

Projected output
 General Simulation
Model Port of Moerdijk
(UTwente)

 Problem description
 2x MSc thesis
UTwente
 Basic Schiphol
environment in
simulation model.
 Problem description
 Central Gate lay-outs
in simulation model.

 Collection of logistics
data in Schiphol area
 Refining simulation
scenarios

 General Simulation
Model of Schiphol
(UTwente)

 Simulation Central
Gate lay-outs
 Collection of logistics
data NSP region

 Thesis HAN University
of Applied Sciences
 Practical experiment
for collecting real-life
maneuvering data

 Simulation and scaled
physical model for
maneuvering at yards

 Simulation Central
Gate lay-out North Sea
Ports (Distribute)
 General Simulation
Model of NSP
(UTwente)
 A path planning and
path following
algorithm that allow a
tractor semi-trailer to
maneuver on a yard
(TU/e);
 Concepts for
cooperative control of
multiple tractor semitrailers on a yard
(TU/e);.

In the CATALYST report Simulation models for (de)coupling road transport and lastmile operations to yards (TNO 2022 R11206), we describe the smart yard
simulation models in more detail.
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